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ABSTRACT
The Aynak copper deposit, located 30 km south of Kabul in Afghanistan (Figure 1), was discovered by
Soviet geologists in the 1970s. Extensive exploration undertaken in the area between 1974-80 included several
hundred boreholes, seventy trenches and nine exploratory adits. This work identified a “drill-indicated resource”
of 240 Mt at 2.3% Cu (ESCAP, 1995).

Figure 1.

Structural map of Afghanistan and location of the Aynak copper deposit.

The structure at Aynak is dominated by the Aynak anticline. The anticline is asymmetrical and
approximately 4 km in length and up to 2.5 km wide. The south-eastern limb dips gently to the south-east but the
north-western limb is steeply dipping and in places overturned, with dips of 45-70o to the south-east. The
periclinal closure of the anticline at its western end is asymmetrical. Here, the southern limb is overturned and
the axial plane is inclined towards the north-north-east. Several sets of later faults cut across the folds. As a result
of folding, Aynak is divided into two prospects. The Central Aynak prospect is located on the shallow-dipping
eastern limb of the anticline and the Western Aynak prospect occurs in the area of the periclinal closure at the
western end of the structure (Figure 2).
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Figure 2.

Simplified geological map and cross sections of the Aynak area.

The mineralisation at Aynak consists of disseminated bornite and chalcopyrite, mainly concentrated in a
stratabound orebody in a cyclic succession of metamorphosed dolomites, marls, siltstones and carbonaceous
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pelites. The Vendian-Cambrian age sediments were deposited in a shallow sea on the northern margin of the
Gondwana supercontinent.
Original resource estimations carried out by Soviet geologists, at varying cut-off grades, delineated
several large ore bodies and a number of smaller lenses. At a 0.4 % Cu cut-off grade, the main orebody at
Central Aynak extends 1850 m along strike and 1200 m down dip and has a maximum thickness of 210 m. At
Western Aynak the main body extends 2230 m along strike and 1640 m down dip, and has a maximum thickness
of 214 m, based on a similar cut-off.
A metallogenic model is proposed in which the copper is leached from underlying volcanic rocks by
circulating evaporitic brines and seawater. The heated brines are channelled up marginal faults into the overlying
sediments where they reacted with reduced interstitial fluids and hydrocarbons, depositing copper sulphides in
the dolomite host (Figure 3).

Figure 3.

Possible metallogenic model for the formation of copper mineralisation at Aynak.
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